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Between all the steak knives, ab rollers and steam mops, there’s a whole lot of

doesn’t solve a problem is like a roast dinner without gravy – what’s the point?!
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If a job’s worth doing,

to get into the workshop and do something different. Not knocking

you’ll never find anything half-baked in our range.

people who are, but we’ve never been interested in designing new shapes for
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old ideas, that just doesn’t cut it

biggest, everything we make is definitely the best. We only have one goal, and

for us. Which is why we only make

something if it has never been done before, but more than that,
only make something if it’s actually useful.
hard we rack our brains
obvious, but none of this
little things
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It’s amazing how

to come up with ideas that eventually seem
is rocket science. We just create clever

to solve the problems in life

that drive us all nuts.

The big difference with us is that our design process only starts if we can find a

it’s worth doing properly, which is exactly why
We only create things

So whilst our range might not be the

that’s to create the greatest thing possible,

and if for some reason the

world should end tomorrow, we’d want to be remembered
people who made things that just make sense.
but this isn’t just some job to us, this is our life’s work.
We’re Dreamfar , and this is where clever grows.

as the

Because, call us crazy,
Who are we?
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nce upon a time in a land down under

a twenty-two year old Lego-loving-MacGyverwannabe named Alex, took his first invention,
Grindenstèin, down to the local markets to
seek his fortune. As luck would have it, on
that day the owner of a nearby kitchenware
store happened upon Alex with his creation.
‘Hooray!’ the man exclaimed, ‘people have
been asking me for something that does just this, but alas, no one has ever
made one. I’d love to sell these in my store!’
It was on that day in 2003 that Dreamfarm, the problem-solving company
that grows ideas into inventions, was born.
Three years of selling Grindenstèins by day, and assembling them by night,
would pass before Alex had gathered enough pennies to launch Dreamfarm’s
next big idea. SCIZZA, THE PIZZA SCISSORS! One great idea had grown
into two, and soon inventions three and four would follow. As if by magic,
Dreamfarm was now available in OVER 500 STORES, all of them hungry to see
what nifty new things Dreamfarm would dream up next.

Meanwhile, on a cattle farm not so far away, Phil, a clever curly-haired kid
who never could sit still, was finishing up design school and applied to join
Dreamfarm. Alex and Phil quickly discovered they shared a rock-solid belief
that GREAT DESIGN MUST SOLVE A PROBLEM and to be the best, you
must do what has never been done before. Together they worked to invent,
design, create and make their ideas into the world’s best and most useful
things. Like all great ideas do, Dreamfarm was growing.
Next to join the team was Cate, Alex’s never-could-keep-a-secret sister,
who would make it her mission in life to make sure the whole world knew
what they were up to. A decade later, through blood, sweat, tears and Cate
singing from the rooftops about their great ideas, Dreamfarm products
could be found in THOUSANDS OF STORES AROUND THE WORLD.
These days, the team at Dreamfarm is BIGGER, but they still do all of their
inventing and design work themselves in sunny Brisbane, Australia, and
they now have over two dozen original products to their name. If you’re
ever in town, you should pop in and say ‘G’day’. Cate would love to tell you
all about their latest creations, and while you’ll have to do a little searching
for them, somewhere out the back among all the tools and prototypes,
you’ll still find Alex and Phil in their workshop, tinkering away on their
never-ending search for problems that need solving.

Everything we design is a
product of what we stand for...

1

Be the best and be
original, or not at all

because the best do
what has never been
done before.
6

2

Being different only
matters when it’s useful

because products without
a purpose are junk.

3

Solve a problem that’s
worth solving

because dust collectors
are design failures.

4 The simplest ideas
are the best

because making sense
isn’t rocket science.

5

Make it look as good
as it works

make it something
you’d show your mates.

6

Design it to work as well
after 1 or 1000 uses

because things that break
are things that suck.
7

KITCHEN

10.

12.

14.

16.

chop on both sides
chopping sit up spatula
chopping sit up spatula
click-lock sit up tongs

18.

click-lock sit up tongs
20.

22.

garlic press scrape eject
garlic press scrape eject

HOME & OFFICE

24.

38.

26.

40.

28.

42.

30.

44.

only need one knife

sit up scraping spoon
sit up scraping spoon
vegetable boil steam strain

54.

56.

46.

34.

48.

scissors perfectly slice pizza

50.

bang grinds in stèin
bang grinds in stèin
squeeze tea fast infuser

quick grip note tidy
just holds it there
remember to do it

58.

never spill another drink

COFFEE & TEA

32.

36.

smooth mash in seconds

52.

BATHROOM

60.

62.

tap squeeze drink fountain
shower temperature just right

Coloured icons let you know which
side of your board to use for meat or
vegetables, keeping surfaces hygienic
and preventing cross-contamination.

Colours

Chobs raise your chopping
board so you can use both
sides of one board, leaving
you less to wash up and your
benches or counter tops clean.

Chobs are non-slip
chopping board feet
that raise your chopping
board so you can flip it
and use both sides.

Chobs expand to fit onto
almost any thickness of
chopping board.

Diametre: 2.5cm/0.98”
Weight:
0.01kg/0.02lb per Chob

Chobs grip to make any
chopping board non-slip.

Dishwasher safe. Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.
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Multi-curved head design allows
you to scrape every corner of
any pan, without scratching
non-stick cookware.

Chopula’s unique head shape lets
you chop food in a hot pan while
keeping your hand up and away
from the heat.

Keep benches or counter tops
clean and food hygienic thanks
to the clever bend in Chopula’s
handle which holds the head up
and off your bench.

Colours

Cholula is a spatula that is thin
and flexible for flipping, as well
as strong and rigid for chopping,
and sits up off your bench.

Flexible, large head slides easily
under food for a clean lift or flip that
keeps even fragile food in one piece.
Length: 29.5cm/11.6”
Weight: 0.07kg/0.16lb
Dishwasher safe. Non-stick safe nylon is heat resistant up to 250˚C/480˚F.

12
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Multi-curved head design
allows you to scrape every
corner of any pan.

Chopula’s unique head shape lets
you chop food in a hot pan while
keeping your hand up and away
from the heat.

Colours

Keep benches or counter tops
clean and food hygienic thanks
to the clever bend in Chopula’s
handle which holds the head up
and off your bench.

Length: 30cm/11.8”
Weight: 0.09kg/0.19lb

Flexible, large head slides easily
under food for a clean lift or flip that
keeps even fragile food in one piece.

Chopula Steel is a spatula that is
thin and flexible for flipping, as well
as strong and rigid for chopping,
and sits up off your bench.

Dishwasher safe.
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Colours

Open and lock your
tongs easily with
one hand thanks to
the clever click-lock
button mechanism.

Bench and counter
tops stay clean and your
tongs stay hygienic due to
the unique bend in the
handle which keeps the
tips sitting up.

9˝

Silicone tips are safe to use
on non-stick cookware and
are heat resistant to
260°C/500°F.

12˝

Stainless steel arms are extremely durable
so you can use your Clongs for cooking and
serving from the frying pan or barbeque.
Length:
Weight:

9˝		12˝
22.9cm/9˝
30.5cm/12˝
0.145kg/0.32lb 0.180kg/0.40lb

Dishwasher safe. Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.
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Clongs are tongs that open or close
with the push of a click-button and
sit up off your bench.
2
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BBQ Clongs are tongs that open or lock closed
with the click of a button, prick sausages,
scrape, and sit up off your bench.

Colours

Open and lock your
Clongs easily with one
hand thanks to the
clever click-lock button
mechanism.

15˝
Length: 39.5cm/15˝
Weight: 0.184kg/0.41lb

Stainless steel arms are extremely
durable so you can use your Clongs
for scraping, cleaning, cooking and
serving straight from the barbeque.

15˝

Perfect for barbeque, with
in-built sausage skin cutter
and tips cleverly shaped to
scrape and pick up small
pieces of food.

Unique bend in the handle keeps the tips
sitting up, keeping your bench and counter
tops clean and your Clongs hygienic.

Dishwasher safe.
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Clever design ensures
all of the pressed
garlic gets into your
meal and never on
your fingers.

Length: 19.3cm/7.6”
Weight: 0.36kg/0.8lb

Colours
Garject automatically
scrapes off any excess
garlic and cleans itself
as you open the handle.

Simply push the ‘peel eject’
button to shoot the peel
into the bin, rinse under
water and Garject is
perfectly clean.

Garject is a garlic press
that presses unpeeled
garlic, scrapes itself clean,
and even ejects the peel.

Garject’s powerful design easily
and completely presses multiple
garlic cloves at once, without the
need to peel them first.

Top rack dishwasher safe.
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Clever design ensures
all of the pressed
garlic gets into your
meal and never on
your fingers.

Length: 19.7cm/7.8”
Weight: 0.143kg/0.32lb

Colours

Garject automatically
scrapes off any excess
garlic and cleans itself
as you open the handle.

Simply push the ‘peel eject’
button to shoot the peel
into the bin, rinse under
water and Garject is
perfectly clean.

Garject Lite is a garlic press
that presses unpeeled garlic,
scrapes itself clean, and even
ejects the peel.

Garject’s powerful design easily
and completely presses multiple
garlic cloves at once, without the
need to peel them first.

Top rack dishwasher safe.
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Colours

Levoon handles squeeze
together to scrape off excess
ingredients giving a level
and accurate measure.

Large easy to read
measurements are engraved
so they will never rub off
over time or disappear in
the dishwasher.

Levoons are measuring spoons
that squeeze to scrape a level
and accurate measure.

 evoons snap together for space-saving
L
nested storage, fan out for quick selection,
and easily pull apart for individual use.

Set of 4 includes 1 tbsp (15ml), 1 tsp (5ml),
½ tsp (2.5ml) and ¼ tsp (1.25ml).

Dishwasher safe.
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Measurements are shown in
tablespoon and teaspoon
portions as well as millilitres
for easy reference.
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Colours

Levoon handles squeeze
together to scrape off excess
ingredients giving a level
and accurate measure.

Large easy to read
measurements are engraved
so they will never rub off
over time or disappear in
the dishwasher.

 evoons snap together for space-saving
L
nested storage, fan out for quick selection,
and easily pull apart for individual use.

Set of 4 includes 1 tbsp (15ml), 1 tsp (5ml),
½ tsp (2.5ml) and ¼ tsp (1.25ml).

Dishwasher safe.

26

Measurements are shown in
tablespoon and teaspoon
portions as well as millilitres
for easy reference.

Levoons are measuring spoons
that squeeze to scrape a level
and accurate measure.
2
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Levup handles squeeze
together to scrape off excess
ingredients giving a level and
accurate measure.

Levups snap together for
space-saving nested storage,
fan out for quick selection, and
easily pull apart for individual use.

Colours

Red markings on
transparent cups make
reading measurements
easy no matter what
ingredient you are
measuring.

Levups are measuring cups
that squeeze to scrape a level
and accurate measure.
All measurements are shown
incrementally in metric cups,
fluid ounces and millilitres for
easy reference and conversion.

Length: 17.5cm/6.9”
Weight: 0.128kg/0.28lb
Set of 4 includes 1 cup (250ml), ½ cup (125ml), ⅓ cup (83ml), ¼ cup (63ml). Dishwasher safe.
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Oni is a knife that spreads,
slices and even cuts plastic wrap.
Colours

Unique spreader tip easily pierces
food packaging and lets you scrape
every last bit out of plastic containers
without scratching them.

Sheath protects blade in your
kitchen drawers and lets you
safely take it in your bag to
work or even on picnics.

Clever plastic wrap
cutter conveniently built
into handle.
Blade Length: 12cm/4.7”
Length:
23cm/9.1”
Weight:
0.061kg/0.134lb
Dishwasher safe.

30

31

Colours

Clever design always rests
the lid at the perfect angle so
condensation and food splatter
drips back into your pot.

Onpot sticks onto your
pot lid, so you can
easily rest the lid on the
edge of your pot.

Onpot rests your pot lid
on the edge of your pot so
condensation drips back in.

Onpot is designed to
stay stuck to your pot lid
so it’s always there
whenever you need it.

Length: 9.8cm/3.85”
Height: 4.8cm/1.8”
Weight: 0.016kg/0.04lb

High heat-resistant materials
are safe up to 170°C/340°F.
Care should be taken when
used on a gas stove on ‘high’.

Dishwasher safe. Suitable for pot lids up to 25cm/10” in diameter.
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Colours
Savel keeps leftover food
fresher for longer by covering
and sealing the cut surfaces.

Savel’s unique design
bends to cover and
save wedges, halves,
or even food with
a wedge cut out.

Savel is a food saver that
bends to cover whatever
shape of cut food is left
and keep it fresh.

Silicone strap stretches
to hold cut surfaces firmly
on the food-safe base and
sealed from air exposure.

Length: 14.7cm/5.8”
Width: 10.5cm/4.1”

Dishwasher safe.
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Colours
Hardened German stainless steel
blades provide a sharp, long
lasting, durable cutting edge.
Extra-long 12cm blades
cleanly and completely
slice through food.

Scizza is a pizza cutter that perfectly
slices any pizza, cuts safely on any
surface and serves.

Scizza’s unique spatula tip
slides easily under food.

Non-stick safe nylon base won’t
scratch cookware and is heat
resistant up to 205˚C / 400˚F.
Blade Length:
Total Length:
Weight:

12cm/5”
29.5cm/11½”
0.22kg/0.49lb

Warm soapy hand wash recommended. Top rack dishwasher safe.
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Soft multi-grip handle is
ergonomically designed to be
held in several comfortable and
efficient hand positions.

Colours
Unique spring design
eliminates jarring on
the wrist by absorbing
the downward force.

Effortlessly creates smooth mash in
seconds by trapping food and forcing it
through the thin gaps between the
collapsing stainless steel spring coils.

Silicone scraper makes it easy to
clean the pot or bowl and is heat
resistant to 260°C / 500°F.
Diameter:
Total Length:
Weight:

Smood is a potato
masher that presses flat
to create smooth, fluffy
mash in seconds and
scrapes the pot clean.

9cm/3¾”
29cm/11½”
0.22kg/0.49lb

Dishwasher safe. Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.
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Supoon is a silicone spoon that scoops,
measures, scrapes the bowl clean and
sits up off your bench.
Colours
Scrape out every last piece
of food from your pan or
bowl with the flat silicone
scraping tip and flexible
spoon sides.

Scrape, stir, mix, scoop
and serve using the same
spoon – leaving you even
less to clean up.

Silicone spoon is safe to use on
non-stick cookware and is heat
resistant to 260°C/500°F.

Length: 27.9cm/11˝
Weight: 0.068kg/0.15lb

Keep benches and counters
clean and food hygienic thanks
to the unique handle design
which sits your spoon up and
off your bench.

Dishwasher safe. Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.
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Colours

Great for serving
condiments and
measures a perfect
teaspoon.

Mini Supoon is a silicone
teaspoon that measures,
scrapes a jar clean and
sits up off your bench.

Scrape out every last piece
of food from your jar or
bowl with the flat silicone
scraping tip and flexible
spoon sides.
Silicone spoon is safe to use
on non-stick cookware and is
heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.

Length: 20.5cm/8˝
Weight: 0.023kg/0.05lb

Keep benches and counters clean
and food hygienic thanks to the
unique handle design which sits
your spoon up and off your bench.

Dishwasher safe. Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.
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Colours
Unique wall design squashes
down to fit any sized pot,
keeping the pot lid on tightly to
cut steaming and boiling time.
Vebo

Easily boil, steam and strain
your vegetables all in your
Vebo – one tool means less
mess and less to clean up.

Vebo
Cooking Capacity:
Diameter:
Total Height:
Weight:

1.2 litres/1.3 quarts
14.5cm/5.7”
13cm/5.1”
0.14kg/0.3lb

Big Vebo
Cooking Capacity:
Diameter:
Total Height:
Weight:

2.6 litres/2.7 quarts
19cm/7.5˝
13cm/5.1˝
0.29kg/0.6lb

Big Vebo

Vebo is a silicone
cooking basket
that washes, boils,
steams, and strains
in one basket.

Handles pop into the air so you
can easily take your Vebo out of
the hot water and leave it on the
sink to strain before serving
straight onto your family’s
dinner plates.

Conveniently stores
in an empty pot.

Dishwasher safe. Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.
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Specifically designed to be stored on the espresso
machine’s drip tray (under the group head), Grindenstèin’s
unique height reduces clutter on the kitchen bench top
and fits easily in the top rack of the dishwasher.

Every Grindenstèin
comes with an
information booklet
filled with great ideas
on how to recycle the
collected coffee
grinds as a fantastic
natural fertilizer for
the garden.

Bang Bar Width: 10cm/4”
Length:
10cm/4”
Weight:
0.24kg/0.53lb

Colours

Thick and durable rubber sleeve
protects the group handle,
absorbs the striking force and
makes it quiet to use.

Grindenstèin’s patented shockabsorbing design and solid steel core
make it truly impossible to break.

Dishwasher safe.
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` is a compact knock box
Grindenstein
that bangs out your coffee grounds.

47

Big Grindenstein is a super-sized
knock box that bangs out your
coffee grounds.
Big Grindenstèin is double the volume of the original
Grindenstèin, making it perfect for use in offices and
semi-commercial settings while still being compact
enough to fit in your dishwasher for easy cleaning.

Every Big Grindenstèin
comes with an
information booklet
filled with great ideas
on how to recycle the
collected coffee grinds
as a fantastic natural
fertilizer for the garden.

Bang Bar Width: 15.7cm/6.2”
Height:
12.5cm/4.9”
Weight:
0.41kg/0.9lb

Dishwasher safe.

Colours

A patented shock-absorbing
design and solid steel core make
Big Grindenstèin tough as nails
and able to take a lifetime of
constant beatings.

Big Grindenstèin’s non-slip
rubber base combines with
its thick and extremely durable
rubber sleeve to protect your
group handle, absorb the striking
force and make it quiet to use.

`
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Colours

Brew your tea faster by squeezing
the flexible silicone pod which
forces water to circulate through
your tea leaves.

Eliminate mess by
squeezing out every last
drop of tea into your cup
before standing Teafu up
on the bench.

Teafu is a tea infuser
that squeezes to make
tea faster and stands
up without any drips.

Easily scoop your favourite
tea into Teafu just like using
a spoon because it opens
completely flat.

Ergonomic handle makes it
easy to squeeze Teafu and
infuse your tea quickly.

Height: 17cm/6.7˝
Weight: 0.067kg/0.15lb
Dishwasher safe. Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.
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Colours

Great for fridge doors, filing cabinets,
offices, in the home or anywhere you
need a place to keep your notes.

Quick grip and release system allows
you to insert and remove up to 3mm
of notes swiftly and easily.

Keeps notes, memos,
photos, bills and bulletins
together and organised.

Leaves notes unmarked by securing
them with friction and gravity instead
of glue, pins, tape, clips or magnets.

Length: 40cm/16”
Weight: 0.43kg/0.95lb
Magnetic and adhesive mounts included. For use on flat surfaces only. Clean Gripet by wiping with damp cloth.
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Gripet is a note holder that neatly holds
onto the papers you push in, and lets go
of the papers you pull out.
2
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Jot is a suction hook that sticks
on anywhere to hold anything.
Perfect for keeping a
pen handy wherever
you want one.

Colours

Hang your keys
where you always
look for them.

Long lasting suction cup
sticks to any smooth surface.

Hook your charger cord
through your Jot and
make sure it never falls
behind your desk or
bedside table again.

Length: 4.5cm/1.8”
Weight: 0.01kg/0.02lb
Make sure the suction cup is clean before sticking it to a smooth, flat surface. Clean by wiping it with damp cloth.
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Instantly know if a daily
task has been completed
– Membo makes sure you
remember to do it and
get it done.

Great for shared jobs in families,
schools, offices and share-houses,
like feeding a pet, watering a plant
or collecting the mail.

Colours

Easily customize the flipping icons
on your Membo tiles to match your
pet to feed or job to do.

Dog, Cat, Fish and Tick icons included.
You can also design your own or
download more great icons from
dreamfarm.com/products/membo.

Membo is a daily reminder
tool that flips over to let
you or others know if a
daily job has been done yet.

Includes:

Length: 26.5cm/10.4”
Weight: 0.132kg/0.29lb
Magnetic and adhesive mounts included. For use on flat surfaces only. Clean Membo by wiping with damp cloth.
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Colours

Fits all sizes of drinks from
a can of Coke to your
favourite takeaway coffee
cup or mug.

Spink is a cup holder
that sticks to your
table so you never
spill another drink.

Handle and finger
grooves let you easily
grab your mug or cup.

Strong suction keeps
your Spink stuck to your
desk so you can’t knock it
or your drink over.

Diameter: 10.5cm/4.1”
Height:
10.5cm/4.1”
Weight:
0.16kg/0.35lb
Make sure the suction cup is clean before sticking it to a smooth, flat surface. Clean by wiping it with damp cloth.
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Tapi fits onto almost any
tap with a straight spout.

Hygienically drink or rinse
your mouth straight from
your tap, without worrying
about dirty hands or cups.

Colours

Create a fun and
convenient drink
fountain from your tap
by simply squeezing
your Tapi.

Water-safe rubber will
never affect or change
the taste of your water.

Length: 6.3cm/2.48”
Weight: 0.01kg/0.03lb
Top rack dishwasher safe. Water-safe rubber.
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Tapi is tap attachment that
fits onto your tap and squeezes
to create a drink fountain.
61

Colours

Temji creates a dial on your tap handles
so you can instantly turn the shower on
to your perfect temperature.

Temji can be dialled to any
temperature so it’s perfect
for the whole family.

Temji stretches to
easily attach onto
most tap designs.
Weight: 0.005kg/0.17lb

Dishwasher safe.
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Save water and time by immediately
selecting your favourite Temji numbers.

Temji is a temperature gauge
that instantly dials your
perfect shower temperature.
2
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Product Codes and Barcodes 2016
Dreamfarm Product Code
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Product Description

EAN 13 Barcode

Inner
Qty

Inner Carton Mix

MC
Qty

Dreamfarm Product Code

Product Description

EAN 13 Barcode

Inner
Qty

Inner Carton Mix

MC
Qty

DFCB4502

Chobs – Best Sellers CDU

9334084004502

24

24 x Best Selling Colours

144

DFGP4014

Gripet – Mercury

9334084004014

6

6x

36

DFCB4519

Chobs – Meat Red & Veg Green

9334084004519

12

12 x

72

DFGP4021

Gripet – Igloo

9334084004021

6

6x

36

DFCB4526

Chobs – Meat Black & Veg White

9334084004526

12

12 x

72

DFGR1181

Grindenstèin – Charcoal

9334084001181

6

6x

36

DFCU3710

Chopula – Charcoal

9334084003710

6

6x

36

DFGR1280

Grindenstèin – Fire Truck

9334084001280

6

6x

36

DFCU3727

Chopula – Fire Truck

9334084003727

6

6x

36

DFGR1686

Grindenstèin – Steel Wool

9334084001686

6

6x

36

DFCU3734

Chopula – Party Mixed Colours

9334084003734

6

1x

36

DFGR1785

Big Grindenstèin – Charcoal

9334084001785

6

6x

36

DFCU3819

Chopula Steel – Stainless Steel

9334084003819

6

6x

36

DFJO8005

Jot – Best Sellers Pairs CDU

9334084008005

36

36 x Best Selling Colours

216

DFCL0917

Clongs 9” – Charcoal

9334084000917

6

6x

36

DFJO8012

Jot – Mixed Colours Pairs

9334084008012

36

36 x Mixed Colours

216

DFCL0924

Clongs 9” – Fire Truck

9334084000924

6

6x

36

DFJO8029

Jot – Clear + Clear Pairs

9334084008029

36

36 x Clear + Clear

216

DFCL0931

Clongs 9” – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084000931

6

6x

36

DFLV2201

Levoons – Best Sellers CDU

9334084002201

18

18 x Best Selling Colours

108

DFCL1211

Clongs 12” – Charcoal

9334084001211

6

6x

36

DFLV2218

Levoons – Charcoal

9334084002218

6

6x

36

DFCL1228

Clongs 12” – Fire Truck

9334084001228

6

6x

36

DFLV2225

Levoons – Fire Truck

9334084002225

6

6x

36

DFCL1235

Clongs 12” – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084001235

6

6x

36

DFLV2317

Levoons Steel

9334084002317

6

6x

36

DFCL1518

Clongs 15” BBQ – Charcoal

9334084001518

6

6x

36

DFLV2416

Levups – Clear

9334084002416

6

6x

36

DFCL1525

Clongs 15” BBQ – Fire Truck

9334084001525

6

6x

36

DFME6513

Membo – Neutral Mixed Colours

9334084006513

6

2x

DFGA5516

Garject – Charcoal

9334084005516

6

6x

36

DFME6520

Membo – Party Mixed Colours

9334084006520

6

1x

36

DFGA5523

Garject – Fire Truck

9334084005523

6

6x

36

DFON5004

Oni - Best Sellers CDU

9334084005004

30

30 x Best Selling Colours

180

DFGA5530

Garject – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084005530

6

6x

36

DFOP3406

Onpot – Best Sellers CDU

9334084003406

10

10 x Best Selling Colours

60

DFGA5615

Garject Lite – Charcoal

9334084005615

6

6x

36

DFOP3413

Onpot – Mixed Colours

9334084003413

12

12 x Mixed Colours

72

DFGA5622

Garject Lite – Fire Truck

9334084005622

6

6x

36

DFOP3420

Onpot – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084003420

12

12 x

72

DFGA5639

Garject Lite – Party Mixed Colours

9334084005639

6

1x

36

2x

2x

36
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Product Description

EAN 13 Barcode

Inner
Qty

Inner Carton Mix

MC
Qty

Dreamfarm Product Code

Product Description

EAN 13 Barcode

Inner
Qty

Inner Carton Mix

MC
Qty

20 x Best Selling Colours

120

DFVE6018

Vebo – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084006018

6

6x

36

6

6x

36

DFVE6025

Big Vebo – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084006025

6

6x

36

9334084002010

6

6x

36

DFPS9101

Grass Mat – Small (100 x 28cm)

9334084009101

1

12

Scizza – Fire Truck

9334084002027

6

6x

36

DFPS9118

Grass Mat – Large (100 x 56cm)

9334084009118

1

6

DFSM3017

Smood – Charcoal

9334084003017

6

6x

36

DFPS9019

Point of Sale – 3D Brand Sign

9334084009019

1

36

DFSM3024

Smood – Fire Truck

9334084003024

6

6x

36

DFPS9200

Point of Sale – Video Players

9334084009200

1

6

DFSM3031

Smood – Avocado

9334084003031

6

6x

36

DFSM3048

Smood – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084003048

6

6x

36

DFSP7039

Spink – Ivory

9334084007039

6

6x

36

DFSP7048

Spink – Clear

9334084007048

6

6 x Clear

36

DFSU2614

Supoon – Charcoal

9334084002614

6

6x

36

DFSU2621

Supoon – Fire Truck

9334084002621

6

6x

36

DFSU2638

Supoon – Party Mixed Colours

9334084002638

6

1x

36

DFSU2706

Supoon Mini – Best Sellers CDU

9334084002706

36

36 x Best Selling Colours

216

DFSU2713

Supoon Mini – Charcoal

9334084002713

6

6x

36

DFSU2720

Supoon Mini – Fire Truck

9334084002720

6

6x

36

DFTA8500

Tapi – Best Sellers CDU

9334084008500

36

36 x Best Selling Colours

216

DFTA8531

Tapi – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084008531

24

24 x

144

DFTE8104

Teafu – Best Sellers CDU

9334084008104

15

15 x Best Selling Colours

90

DFTE8227

Teafu – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084008227

6

6x

36

DFTM7718

Temji – Hot Red & Cold Blue

9334084007718

24

24 x

144

DFSA6704

Savel – Best Sellers CDU

9334084006704

20

DFSA6728

Savel – Dreamfarm Blue

9334084006728

DFSC2010

Scizza – Charcoal

DFSC2027
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For more information and to place an order please contact your local Dreamfarm office:
Dreamfarm
9 Amy Street,
Albion, QLD 4010
Australia

Dreamfarm Europe BV
Zuidende 25,
5701 KX Helmond
Netherlands

Dreamfarm Inc
330 Fell Street,
San Francisco, CA 94102
USA

t (+61) 7 3369 0074
f (+61) 7 3369 0084
e sales@dreamfarm.com

t (+31) 492 564 817
f (+31) 492 564 369
e europesales@dreamfarm.com

t (415) 626 3333
f (415) 626 4444
e usasales@dreamfarm.com

Chobs, Chopula, Chopula Steel, Clongs, Clongs BBQ, Garject, Garject Lite, Grindenstein, Big Grindenstein, Gripet, Jot, Levoons, Levoons Steel, Levups, Membo, Oni,
Onpot, Savel, Scizza, Smood, Spink, Supoon, Supoon Mini, Tapi, Teafu, Temji, Vebo, Big Vebo and the Dreamfarm logo are trademarks and registered trademarks of
The Dream Farm Pty Ltd, Australia. © Dreamfarm 2016

